Automated Web Scraping
Find • Collect • Monitor • Report

Providing Today’s Most Powerful,
Full-Featured Web Data Extraction Solutions
Ficstar helps companies of all types and sizes to increase efficiency and
productivity, and reduce overhead expenses, while achieving accurate, highquality results from their most complex Web extraction efforts.

Flexible solution to suit for
any custom design need
Can be customized for a list of target websites, or for a specific task to generate special results. Easy, fast and accurate outputs
can be created in no time

Improved Accuracy
Man-made mistakes are virtually eliminated
through complete, end-to-end automation of
the entire extraction and storage process. So,
results are always accurate, each and every
time.

Find

Get the data you
need from specific
websites on the Internet
using cloud-powered
automated web
scraping.

Monitor

Advanced web crawling
solutions monitor
website changes and
updates in real-time,
enabling automatically
scheduled scraping.

Collect

Our revolutionary web
crawling and data
mining technologies
allow incredibly fast
web page content
parsing, collecting and
automated scraping.

Report

Create outputs in
any database format,
generating custommade web reports
designed to suit
specific needs.

Increased Efficiency

Ficstar Web Grabber has been proven in
real-world scenarios to produce results
more than 100 times faster than manual
Web data extraction.

Reduced Costs

With Ficstar Web Grabber, companies can
minimize the expenses associated with
the collection, aggregation, and storage of
Internet-based data.

How It Works

Ficstar Web Grabber is an independent, Windows-executable application that can run on any Windows-based
system. The program is seamlessly and completely integrated with the default Web browser on the user’s
computer, and can work with Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape, Firefox, Mozilla, Opera, Safari, AOL, and
other popular browser products.
The Web browsing process is fully automated using revised Windows Socket HTTP components. Pre-set
data extraction configuration settings allow for effective navigation of virtually any target Web sites, as well as
dynamic parsing of both dynamic and static page content – faster and more effectively, without the need for
manual “cut and paste” activities.
Additionally, Ficstar Web Grabber uses pre-defined criteria and a collection of hyperlinks to fully streamline
and automate the searching and location of desired data residing across various URLs. This increases the
accuracy and integrity of recorded data by minimizing the risk of errors that can result from human data entry.
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